Nursery Home Learning Project – week beginning 29/6/2020
Bright Stanley.
Below are some ideas that you could do/make about Bright
Stanley for our home learning project. Please either email your
work to admin@halfpenny.patrust.org.uk or drop it into school so
that we can see it.
Watch the story at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTvlkvDxCwU
or if you have your own copy of the book, you can read this with
an adult.
Literacy






Could you recreate Bright Stanley’s story using toys you have at home?
Are there any new words you have learnt from the story?
Write your name ~ Make bubbles using circles of paper. Write one letter of your name in each
circle. (Ask an adult to help you).
Can you think of some words that begin with ‘s’.
Can you draw Bright Stanley and copy/overwrite the sounds in his name.

Mathematics





Can you count how many friends are in Stanley’s shoal?
Count the different animals you see in the story.
What shapes can you see in the sea in the story?
What shape are Stanley’s bubbles? How many are there?

Other Activities





Can you make your own picture/model of a fish? How could you make him shiny?
Find pictures in magazines or on the computer and make a collage of different fish or creatures
from the sea.
Make an aquarium picture. Will it have seaweed? Plants? Rocks? A castle? Treasure?
Can you sing the song ‘1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish alive’? Can you do any actions for it?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ir_l7qTiZ4






Can you make a treasure chest like the Lobster had? Will it have jewels? Coins? It could be a
picture or a model made of a box and decorated.
Can you move like a fish? Can you swim in the water? Can you pretend to swim quickly away
from the shark?
Bright Stanley is looking for his friends. Can you say who your friends are?
What do fish have that help them to swim? What do we have that fish don’t have?

